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elcome to the Modern Quilters Circle. I'm so
excited that you're here. You've just taken the
best first step to choosing your first sewing
machine.

I was gifted my first sewing machine and it opened up a whole world
of crafting and mending for me. It changed how I spent much of my
free time and I still use it to this day. It's a basic metal body Brother
machine and it has served me well.
But there eventually came a day when it was time to upgrade. I had
new skills and ambitions that my Brother just couldn't do. Plus my
husband kept ripping the thighs on his Army Combat Uniform (ACU)
and that fabric is THICK.
The first time you shop for a machine, whether it's your first or an
upgrade, can be super overwhelming. So many brands, so many
options, so much money! I'm here to take the overwhelm out of the
decision and leave you with a clear list the next time you go shopping.

Nicole

Nicole
Owner, The Modern Quilters Circle
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5-STEP ROADMAP
TO YOUR PERFECT
SEWING MACHINE

STEP 1: PRIMARY USAGE
Knowing what you'll be using your
machine for is imperative to the

STEP 2: CURRENT SEWING
SET UP

purchasing process. It's also the
first and easiest way to narrow
down your choices.

Second only to what you'll be

sewing is WHERE you'll be sewing.
There a major considerations to
be made depending on your
sewing environment

STEP 3: BUDGET
You get what you pay for and
that is so true with sewing
machines. But that doesn't mean

STEP 4: BRANDS AND STORES

you need to break the bank,
either.

Why some of the names that
you're familiar with should be
avoided at all costs and why you
should shop local.

STEP 5: TEST DRIVE
You wouldn't buy a car without
giving it a spin. How and where
to test sewing machines.
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STEP 1: WHAT WILL YOU PRIMARILY USE YOUR MACHINE FOR?
Your sewing will only be as good as your machine. That's a tough pill
to swallow, but it's so true.

If this is your first sewing machine you'll

An embroidery machine will have more

more likely than not want a machine that is

decorative stitches than the average

a jack of all trades. And you're in luck,

machine. There will also be hoops included

because they do exist. However, they are

in the accessory bundle and, in higher-end

few and far between and sometimes they're

models, an additional extension table with a

disguised as specialty machines. Tricky, eh?

motor to smoothly move the hooped fabric
beneath the needle.

The three main categories of machines are
Quilting, Embroidery, and general Sewing.
If I'm being 100% honest, you can do most
sewing on most machines, with a few
exceptions. What is typically the case in

“Never underestimate
the power of a woman
with a sewing machine.”

these differentiations is the additional

― ISAAC MIZRAHI

features. A quilting machine will usually

General sewing machines aren't made for

come with a walking foot and a more
powerful motor in order to stamp through
multiple layers. The stitches will be more
aligned with what a quilter uses.

one specific thing. You will typically get a
smattering of stitches for quilting and
embroidery as well as a bunch of other
stitches. Maybe there will be a walking
presser foot or a variety of other feet, maybe
not.
Personally, I would never go with a general
sewing machine. You'll be able to do all the
things a general machine can do with a
sewing or quilting machine. But you'll also
get valuable accesories and specialty
stitches with the specialized machines.
Once you've decided between general,
quilting, or embroidery, you'll need to choose
between manual, electronic, or
computerized.
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STEP ONE

PRIMARY USAGE
CONT.

Once you know exactly what feature set you

Most budget friendly models and basic

want included with a machine, you'll have to

machines from high end lines will be

decide what mechanics you want.

electronic. You'll be able to tell an electronic

Machines fall into 3 categories: Mechanical,
Electronic, or Computerized.

machine by the small digital screen that is
usually used to select stitches and assign
presser feet.

There are 2 ways to get a mechanical
machine. You can either invest in an older

Computerized machines come with a hefty

model machine, like the one in your

price tag and for good reason. The sky is

grandma's attic or you can get a very

the limit with a high end computerized

inexpensive new machine.at a box store

machine. You can design stitch patterns on

(please don't, I'll explain letter).

your Mac/PC and upload them into your
machine.

With many machines you could

If you don't need bells and whistles and

literally set up your machine and it will do

really aren't ready to invest, I highly usggest

the sewing for you.

using a sewing machine from the 60's or
70's (or early). They just don't build 'em like

None of these options is better than the

that anymore and with proper maintenance

others. You can get a quality machine that

it will last you for years to come.

falls into each of these categories. But don't
worry, I can help!

STEP 2: WHAT'S YOUR CURRENT SEWING SET UP
Do you have a dedicated sewing room or will you be storing your
machine in a closet? Is this machine mainly for classes?

Where you're planning to sew is almost as important

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

as what you're planning to sew. I know everyone

wishes they had this beautiful, bright sewing room with
an expansive cutting table and room to set up

multiple machines, but it's just not feasible for most
people. Especially if you're just starting out.

I have a confession to make. I have an addiction to
sewing machines. I currently have 4 machines and

while I use one more than the rest, they all get used

several times a year. And that is mostly because of
where I sew, not what I sew.

If you have a dedicated sewing room, you're in luck.

You can pretty much get any machine you want and

have it set up and threaded at all time. That's
awesome!

For some of our newer quilters or those living in tight

quarters, that just isn't possible. I totally get it. I spent
my early quilt life storing my machine in a closet and
setting it up on a TV tray (not ideal). This is when it

matters what kind of machine you get. An all metal
quality machine weighs A TON and so do most

computerized machines, regardless if it has a plastic

frame or not. Keep that in mind when you're shopping.
Good news, there are plenty of machines out there

that have all metal parts with plastic bodies. Usually

these weight conscious machines are electronic. Metal
parts are the way to go!

Will you be taking this thing to classes with you? Every
quilter should take a class at some point, hopefully

regularly. But that means putting your machine in a
roll bag. Lifting that bag in and out of your car,

bringing it into the studio and setting it up. Then doing
it all again in reverse order. Exhausting if you have a

monster of a machine. This is the only instance where
I suggest getting a cheap big box
store
machine.
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STEP THREE

STICK TO YOUR
BUDGET

Only you know what you can reasonably

It usually only costs about $50 to drop the

afford. Period. I'm not here to talk you into

machine off for an oil and tune up. So for

purchasing an expensive machine or to tell

about $100 you can have a machine that is

you that the only thing you can afford is

of exceptional quality and will work for a

garbage.

lifetime.

You can get an amazing mahine for $10,000

If you really want an electronic or

and you can also get a machine that will live

computerized machine and you're trying to

on long past you for $40. Yup. $40.

be as economical as possible, check your
local sewing machine dealers. They often

For those of you with a lower budget, I

have refurbished inventory at a significant

suggest looking at garage sales, Facebook

discount. I currently have a PFAFF Creative

Marketplace, or Craigslist. Or even throw up

Vision that I purchased at a fraction of the

a post on social media asking if anyone has

full cost. They stopped producing that

a machine in their attic or basement. If you

model but I have nothing but praise for

can get a Janome, PFAFF, or Bernina from

PFAFF machines. They're kind of my jam.

the 70's or earlier, you have hit the jackpot.
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STEP FOUR

BRANDS AND
STORES

I know how tempting it can be to roll up to

Head to a local fabric store or sewing

machine. But please, please, please don't

brand (yet) you'll have to visit more than

JoAnn Fabrics and walk out with a new

do this. Add Wal-Mart, Hobby Lobby and
Target to that list as well.

machine dealer. If you don't have a favorite
one store. Most only sell one or two
manufacturers.

You typically won't receive a warranty at any

I prefer fabric stores to sewing machine

be given tips, tricks, or lessons on your

owner owns and uses the machines they sell

of those stores. More importantly, you won't
machine. And every machine is a little

different. Brands have proprietary ways of
doing things.

Also, these stores don't sell good sewing

machines. Don't be fooled by all the Singer

dealers. At a fabric store, I know that the

and can give me the good, the bad, and the
ugly. For whatever reason, dealers tend to

do both vacuums and sewing machines and
whoever is working may be more of a
vacuum guy.

products. Singers are GARBAGE and have

There are more brands of sewing machines

they have made one quality machine. The

brands that I personally recommend are

been for many years. In the last 20 years

Singer Heavy Duty. If you're on a budget but
want brand new, that's the one machine to
get.

on the market than I could count. The

PFAFF, Bernina, and Janome. Other big

players are Husqvarna, Juki, and Brother
(only their high end models).

STEP 5 : TAKE IT FOR A TEST DRIVE

Once you've chosen between Quilters,
Embroidery and General and moved on to
Mechanical, Electronic and Computerized
and honed in on your price point, It's time to
take those machines for a spin.
IIf you have no preference for brand, I highly
suggest you go see every machine that fits
your wants in each brand. When you're in the
fabric shop make sure to ask what the
shopkeeper's favorite feature is and what
they would change abut it. Keep a mental
checklist, or better yet. Write it down!
If you're a quilter bring a sandwich (backing,
batting, and top) with you to try to sew
through. If you want to make dresses, bring
satin or chiffon with you. Basically, bring the
most difficult thing that you may sew on a
semi-regular basis with you. That way you
can see how that machine handles that type
of work. Every sew shop will let you try the
machine. If they don't, don't purchase from
them. Who kows what else they won't be
helpful with when the time comes.
Ask the shop what their warranty is like and if
they offer lessons. Most places will tell you all
about it before you have to bring it up. When
I purchased my Creative Vision, the shop
provided me with 3 in person 1 on 1 walk
throughs and skill lessons. I had previously
only used Brother and Janome machines
and those lessons were invaluable.

Another thing to keep in mind is the repair
schedule at that shop. I know, I know! Who
wants to think about their brand new
machine breaking?! And it probably won't.
But it will need maintenance. A good annual
tune up and oiling will have a quality
machine last you forever. There is usually a
discount for machines purchased in store.
Look for a shop that has at least monthly
times where there is a repair man in the
shop. Some don't do drop ins but should
have a small window for repairs. You don't
want to send you machine out for months at
a time, especially if it's your only one.
When you're testing a machine take note of
how the pedal feels. Also how the fabric
moves beneath the needle/presser foot.
Motors and feed dogs are different across
manufacturers. Think of it like a car, you pay
attention to how loose or tight a steering
wheel moves and how hard you have to
press the gas to make it go. Same thing.
Also look for the little things. Is the thread
cutter automatic, on the left, or behind the
needle? What's more comfortable for you?
A bigger thing is the bobbin. Is it vertically
loaded in a bobbin case or is it a drop in? If
you're unfamiliar with setting your own
bobbin, I HIGHLY recommend a drop in
bobbin.
There are so many things to consider when
purchasing your machine. Take your time.
Test them out. And if you have ANY
questions please contact me!
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